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“Knit one, purl one” on a STOLL
CMS 520 C+ multi gauge machine
Stoll – a name that inspires and at
the same time, stands for quality and
flexibility in the world of knitting.
The Stoll brand has achieved a legendary reputation equipped with
many facets. For more than 140
years, the image of a consequently
solution orientated manufacturer of
flat knitting machines has been
maintained and further developed.
The Stoll enterprise is the integrative
link between the highly sophisticated
technology in the area of developing
and manufacturing flat knitting
machines on the one hand and an
innovative independent thinker and
developer in the section of Fashion
& Technology on the other hand.
STOLL has expanded its gauge
range further, adding gauge E1.5 and
gauge E2.2 for the extra-bulky knits and
extra-chunky yarns that previously
demanded hand knitting. Gauge
scalability now extends stitch optics from

gauge E1.5 to gauge E5; yarns down to
0.7 Nm can be used. Moreover, the
industrial knitting machine offers
countless design options: jacquard,
intarsia and structured knits – combined

with shaping at tributes in Fully Fashion
technique. The design applications reflect
urbane lifestyle and extend far beyond
apparel. From accessories to interior
design, the sky’s the limit.

Welker Spintech conditioning and
heat-setting machines
WELKER is a leading German textile
machinery company in the field of conditioning and heat-setting since 1856.
With more than 1850 installations
world wide it is the most experienced
long term specialised supplier. More
than 60 agencies world wide belong to
the sales and service network.
CONDIBOX
The rectangular design of CONDIBOX
improves the utilisation of space which
represents a considerable reduction of
volumes inside the machine. It is quite clear
to everybody that less volume to be heated
up also needs less energy to do it.

There are a number of key
improvements with the objective to
increase the efficiency
of the machines and to
reduce the cost of both
water and energy,
making the CONDIBOX
the most advanced
conditioner available in
the market:
 ULTRAFLAT design
to reduce volume
and loading height.
 Indirect ECOHEATERS with
optional ECOCYCLE energy recovery.




NEW optional WATERFREE pumps.
NEW optional PREVAP patent to
increase moisture.
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